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Statistical thermodynamics of adsorbates with nonsymmetrical lateral interactions

F. Romáand A. J. Ramirez-Pastor*
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The exact adsorption thermodynamics of particles with nonsymmetrical ad-ad interactions on a one-
dimensional space is presented. The asymmetry is introduced by considering the lateral interactions depending
on the orientation of the adsorbed molecules. The adsorption process is monitored by following the adsorption
isotherm, the thermodynamic factor, the differential heat of adsorption, and the configurational entropy of the
adlayer. A rich variety of different behaviors is found with respect to the standard lattice gas of interacting
monomers. The resulting thermodynamic description may also be applicable to adsorption and transport of
nonspherical molecules in low-dimensional systems such as carbon nanotubes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the scientific literature of the last years, it is possible
find many theoretical works concerning physicochemical
adsorption@1–6#. Most of these studies are based on gen
alizations of the standard lattice-gas theory@7#, including
ad-ad interactions, surface heterogeneity, multilayer ads
tion, etc.@4,6,8–12#. However, in all cases, the models pr
serve a fundamental statistical property, the well-kno
symmetry particle vacancy.

Recent molecular simulations@13–16# and experimenta
developments@17,18# about the adsorption of different gas
in low-dimensional systems have shown clear signals of n
equivalence between particles and vacancies. In fact, ads
tion isotherms for methane, ethane, and others adsorbe
AlPO425 and SAPO25 are clearly unsymmetrical aroun
half coverage. These phenomena are also visible in the i
teric heat of adsorption.

The main routes to break the symmetry particle vaca
are the following:~1! to consider three-particle interaction
~2! to introduce some sort of local correlation, such as p
ticles that occupy severalk contiguous lattice sites (k mers!;
~3! to consider pairwise lateral interactions depending on
orientation of the adsorbate.

Point ~1! is widely discussed in Ref.@19#. Works includ-
ing multisite occupancy@20–24# ~or adsorption ofk mers!
present two additional difficulties, which differentiate th
k-mers statistics from the usual single-particle statist
They are the following:~i! the occupation of a given lattic
site ensures that at least one of its nearest-neighbor sit
also occupied, and~ii ! an isolated vacancy cannot serve
determine whether or not that site can ever become occup
For these reasons, it has been difficult to formulate, in
analytical way, the statistics~and kinetics! of occupation for
correlated particles.

In the present work, nonequivalence between particle
vacancy is included as in point~3!, preserving the simplicity
of the single-particle statistics. For this purpose, a nons
metrical lattice gas of monomers is considered. The syste
exactly solved by using the transfer matrix method~TMM !

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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in grand canonical ensemble. This paper has several ob
tives: ~i! To obtain the exact solution for a generalized latti
gas of nonsymmetrical interacting particles adsorbed o
one-dimensional substrate;~ii ! to identify and characterize
the most prominent features of this particular process;~iii ! to
develop a simpler and manageable model, capable to re
duce experimental findings where the adsorption invol
nonsymmetrical lateral interactions and low-dimensio
substrates;~iv! to stimulate the development of more com
plex models including nonsymmetrical interactions and n
spherical adsorbates.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
present the model and a brief description of how the partit
function and other quantities can be calculated exactly fr
the transfer matrix method. The predictions of the theoret
calculations are presented and discussed in Sec. III. Fin
the conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL AND TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD

The transfer matrix method has widely been used in s
face science. In fact, different surface phenomena~such as
multisite-occupancy adsorption@21,25#, thermal desorption
@26,27#, surface diffusion, adsorption isotherms@28,29#, etc.!
have been investigated by using TMM. In the present wo
the technique has been extended to nonsymmetrical inte
ing particles.

Let us assume a one-dimensional homogeneous lattic
M sites with lattice constanta (M→`) where periodic
boundary conditions apply. Under this condition all latti
sites are equivalent hence border effects will not enter
derivation.

N monomers are adsorbed on the lattice in such a w
that a monomer occupies one lattice site and double-site
cupancy is not allowed as to represent properties in
monolayer regime. Each monomer~circle in Fig. 1! is a non-
symmetrical particle consisting of two different groups~each
denoted by black or white semicircles in Fig. 1!. In this way,
we distinguish two kinds of monomers:~1! @~2!# black-white
@white-black# monomers, which are absorbed on the latt
with the black@white# side at left and the white@black# side
at right. For a givenN, there existsN1 (N2) black-white
~white-black! particles adsorbed, beingN5N11N2.
©2004 The American Physical Society24-1
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In order to describe the system ofN asymmetric mono-
mers adsorbed onM sites at a given temperatureT, let us
introduce the occupation variableci which can take the fol-
lowing values:ci50 if the corresponding site is empty,ci
51 if the site is occupied by a black-white monomer, a
ci52 if the site is occupied by a white-black monomer. T
energies involved in the adsorption process are five~see Fig.
1!: ~1! U, interaction energy between a monomer~black-
white or white-black monomer! and a lattice site;~2! w11,
nearest-neighbor interaction energy between two black-w
monomers;~3! w22, nearest-neighbor interaction energy b
tween two white-black monomers;~4! w12, nearest-neighbo
interaction energy between a black-white monomer at
and a white-black monomer at right;~5! w21, nearest-
neighbor interaction energy between a white-black mono
at left and a black-white monomer at right.

Under these considerations, the Hamiltonian of the sys
is given by

H5(
i 51

M

@w11dci ,1
dci 11,11w22dci ,2

dci 11,21w12dci ,1
dci 11,2

1w21dci ,2
dci 11,1#1~U2m!(

i 51

M

~dci ,1
1dci ,2

!, ~1!

where the symbold represents the Kronecker delta functio
and wi j is assumed to be repulsive~positive! or attractive
~negative!. Finally, since the lattice is assumed homog
neous,U is set equal to zero for simplicity, without any los
of generality.

The grand partition functionJ is

J~m,T!5(
c1

(
c2

•••(
cM

exp~2bH !, ~2!

whereb51/kBT andkB is the Boltzmann constant.
By defining the transfer matrixQ as

Qa,g5^auQug&

5exp$2b@w11da,1dg,11w22da,2dg,21w12da,1dg,2

1w21da,2dg,1#%

3exp@bm~da,11da,2!# ~a,g50,1,2!. ~3!

In addition,

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the different energies
volved in the adsorption process.
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ci50⇔u0&⇔S 1

0

0
D , ~4!

ci51⇔u1&⇔S 0

1

0
D , ~5!

ci52⇔u2&⇔S 0

0

1
D . ~6!

Then, the matrixQ can be written as

Q5S 1 1 1

l lx11 lx12

l lx21 lx22

D , ~7!

wherel5exp(bm) is the fugacity andxi j 5exp(2bwij) is the
absolute activity associated with the interaction energywi j
5 (w11,w12,w21, or w22).

Now, we can write the grand partition function by usin
the elements ofQ:

J~M ,l,T!5(
c1

(
c2

•••(
cM

^c1uQuc2&

3^c2uQuc3&•••^cMuQuc1&. ~8!

Due to the closure relation(ciuci&^ci u51, the last expression
of J can be simplified as

J~M ,l,T!5(
c1

^c1uQMuc1&5Tr~QM !5q1
M1q2

M1q3
M ,

~9!

where $q1 ,q2 ,q3% is the set of eigenvalues of the (333)
matrix Q. In addition, in the thermodynamical limit (M
→`),

lim
M→`

F ln J~M ,l,T!

M G5 ln q1 , ~10!

whereq1 is the largest eigenvalue ofQ.1

The grand partition function was obtained through a st
dard software to compute the eigenvalues of a matrix.

The main thermodynamic functions can be obtained fr
the grand partition function@7#:

N̄5lF] ln J~M ,l,T!

]l G
M ,T

, ~11!

1ln(q1
M1q2

M1q3
M)5ln@11(q2 /q1)

M1(q3 /q1)
M#1M ln q1. Then, if

q1 is the largest eigenvalue ofQ and M→`, ln(q1
M1q2

M1q3
M)/M

5ln q1.

-

4-2
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S

kB
5TS ] ln J~M ,l,T!

]T D
M ,l

1 ln J~M ,l,T!, ~12!

E52F] ln J~M ,l,T!

]b G
M ,l

, ~13!

whereN̄, S, andE designate the mean number of particles
the adlayer, the entropy, and the total energy, respective

III. RESULTS

We focus on the case of repulsive lateral interactio
among adsorbed particles (wi j .0) since, as we shall see
different structures appear in the adsorbed phase.

In order to rationalize our analysis, seven different ca
have been considered, according to the lateral interaction
ergies involved in the adsorption process:

Case I. w115w125w215w225w.0.
Case II. w115w125w225w.0 and w2150 ~or w11

5w215w225w.0 andw1250).
Case III. w115w.0 andw125w215w2250 ~or w225w

.0 andw125w215w1150).
Case IV. w125w.0 andw115w215w2250 ~or w215w

.0 andw115w125w2250).
Case V. w115w22.0 andw125w2150.
Case VI. w115w125w.0 and w215w2250 ~or w22

5w215w.0 andw125w1150).
Case VII. w115w125w215w.0 and w2250 ~or w22

5w125w215w.0 andw1150).
From the theoretical point of view, cases I–VII can

separated in three groups:~i! Cases I, II, IV, and V corre-
spond to identical nonsymmetrical particles adsorbed on
mogeneous surfaces~wherew115w22); ~ii ! cases III and VII
represent adsorption of two different symmetrical partic
on homogeneous surfaces~wherew11Þw22 and w125w21),
and ~iii ! case VI corresponds to two different nonsymme
cal particles adsorbed on homogeneous surfaces~wherew11
Þw22 andw12Þw21).

On the other hand, the experimental realizations of car
nanotubes and synthetic zeolites as AlPO425 and SAPO
25 have greatly stimulated the study of vapors and liqu
confined in low-dimensional adsorption potentials. The
materials literally provide the route to the realization of on
dimensional~1D! adsorbents. Among the studied system
the adsorption of CH4 in AlPO425 has been widely treate
in the literature@13–18#. These papers predict a comple
behavior. At low temperatures, Radhakrishnanet al. @15#
have reported, by using molecular simulations, a phase t
sition occurring between two different density states, o
corresponding to a low density~‘‘gas’’ ! and the other to a
higher density~‘‘liquid’’ ! phase. The authors propose th
this transition is induced by the interactions with the m
ecules that are in neighboring channels. A different type
transition was found by Boutinet al. @13# and Lachetet al.
@14# at intermediate temperatures~much higher temperatur
than the phase transition considered by Radhakrish
et al.!. The molecular simulations of Refs.@13,14# show
stepped isotherms. The step was only observed usin
03612
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model that includes both two-body and three-body late
interactions, whereas a model with only two-body intera
tions did not show such a step. Recently, this transition
been confirmed by experimental results by Martinet al.
@17,18#. The step was attributed to local rearrangement of
adsorbed phase: first the fluid phase gives rise to a quas
structure with four molecules per unit cell, which looks lik
CH4 dimers chain. At higher coverage, a second struct
with six molecules per unit cell grows up to form a chain
methane trimers@17,18#.

In this context, cases I, II, and intermediate cases~ob-
tained by mixing cases I and II! are far more interesting
since structural rearrangement which takes place in the
sorbate and double-stepped isotherms can be obtained.
application of these cases as a possible model for un
standing the structural transition occurring in CH4 /AlPO4
25 will be extensively discussed at the end of this sectio

To study the temperature dependence, we fixw51 and
vary kBT. The results for cases I–VII are presented in t
following.

For case I, and due to the symmetry of the interactions
is possible to obtain exact closed expressions for the ther
dynamical functions. For this purpose, we can think of
mapping from the exact solution of the well-known lattic
gas of symmetrical monomers@7# to the corresponding sys
tem of nonsymmetrical particles. The only difference is a
sociated with considering the two possible orientations of
nonsymmetrical molecules. Accordingly, the partitio
functions2 in both systems are related through

Q~M ,N,T!52NQs~M ,N,T!, ~14!

whereQ (Qs) represents the partition function correspondi
to nonsymmetrical~symmetrical! monomers.

In the canonical ensemble the Helmholtz free ene
F(M ,N,T) relates toQ(M ,N,T) through

bF~M ,N,T!52 ln Q~M ,N,T!. ~15!

The remaining thermodynamic functions can be obtain
from the general differential form@7#

dF52SdT2PdM1mdN, ~16!

whereS, P, andm designate the entropy, spreading pressu
and chemical potential, respectively, which, by definition, a

S52S ]F

]TD
M ,N

, P52S ]F

]M D
T,N

, m5S ]F

]ND
T,M

.

~17!

For symmetrical monomers, the partition functionQs can
be obtained exactly by using the cumulant variation meth
@30,31#. Thus,

2In this point, we work in the canonical ensemble for simplici
Note the simple relationship betweenQ andQs in Eq. ~14!.
4-3
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2 ln Qs~u,T!5bwy2u ln u2~12u!ln~12u!1y ln y

12~u2y!ln~u2y!

1~122u2y!ln~122u2y!, ~18!

whereQs has been written in terms of the surface covera
u5N/M . In addition,

y5u2S A

2 D1FA2

4
2u~12u!AG1/2

, ~19!

whereA5@12exp(2bw)#21 andw is the lateral interaction
between two nearest-neighbor symmetrical monomers.
nally, the chemical potential and the entropy per site,s, for
nonsymmetrical monomers are straightforward from E
~14!–~19!,

bm5bw1 ln@b2112u#2 ln@b1122u#2 ln 2 ~20!

and

s/kB5u ln u1~12u!ln~12u!22a ln a2~u2a!ln~u2a!

2~12u2a!ln~12u2a!1u ln 2, ~21!

wherea is given by

a5
2u~12u!

~11b!
and b5F12

4

A
~u2u2!G1/2

. ~22!

In Fig. 2, we show the adsorption isotherm~a! and the
configurational entropy per site of the adsorbate~in kB units!
~b! for case I. The symbols correspond to results of TM
and the solid lines to modified symmetrical monomer mo
~MSMM!. The agreement between the curves validates
calculations obtained by using TMM.

For high temperatures, the isotherms tend to the Langm
case. AsT decreases, the isotherms develop a neat platea
u51/2. Particles avoiding configurations with neare
neighbor repulsive order in a structure of alternating adato
separated by an empty site atu51/2. The width of the step is
directly proportional to the energy per particle necessary
alter such an ordered structure.

With respect to the entropy , the overall behavior can
summarized as follows. For high temperatures and low c
erage,s(u)/kB is an increasing function ofu, reaches a
maximum atu'0.65, and then decreases monotonically
ln 2 for u51. This value at full coverage is related to the tw
possible states,ci51 or 2, for each adsorption site.

As the temperature is diminished, the entropy decrea
for all coverage and develops a local minimum atu51/2.
The origin of this minimum is the structure discussed abo
for the adsorption isotherm. In the ground state andu
51/2, each occupied site has two possible states ands(u
51/2,T50)/kB50.5 ln 2.

In order to compare with the case of symmetrical p
ticles, in Fig. 2~b! we included the curves for the entropy
symmetrical monomers in the limit cases:T5` ~dashed
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line! andT50 ~dotted line!. In both cases, the curves prese
symmetry with respect tou51/2. In addition, in the ground
state,s(u51/2,T50)/kB50.

The results for case II are shown in Fig. 3. An interesti
behavior for the adsorption isotherm~a! and the configura-
tional entropy per site~b! occurs as the temperature is dimi
ished. In this condition, the isotherm~entropy! develops a
plateau ~minimum! in u5um , which depends on the
temperature.3 These singularities reflect clearly two adsor
tion regimes:~i! in the first regime (0<u,um), the particles
adsorb on the lattice avoiding 11, 12, and 22 lateral inter
tions; and~ii ! in the second regime (um,u,1), the filling is
completed.

The position of the minimum in the entropy,um , is a
function of T. In Fig. 4~a!, we show howum(T) goes to 2/3
in the ground state. On the other hand, the value of the
tropy in um tends to zero as the temperature is decreased
the ground state andu52/3, the structure of the adlayer i
characterized by an alternating repetition of the seque

3On the contrary, this plateau~minimum! remains fixed at half
coverage for case I@see Fig. 2~b!#.

FIG. 2. Adsorption isotherm~a! and configurational entropy pe
site vs coverage~b! for case I. The curves were obtained forw
51 and different values ofkBT ~as shown in the figure!. Symbols
~solid lines! correspond to results obtained by using TM
~MSMM!. In ~b!, dashed and dotted lines represent the entropy
symmetrical monomers forT5` andT50, respectively.
4-4
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~210!, corresponding toci52,ci 1151, andci 1250. Since
this structure can be shifted in one or two sites, the deg
eration of this state is three and the entropy per site is zer
the thermodynamical limit.

Another interesting characteristic of the curves in F
3~b! is related to the value of the entropy foru51, which
depends onT. In fact, as is shown in Fig. 4~b!, s(u
51,T)/kB decreases as the temperature is diminished. In
limit case ofT50, a structure of alternating different pa
ticles~12121212 . . . .! is formed at full coverage. The degen
eration of this structure is two and the entropy per site is z
asM→` @s(u51,0)/kB50#.

Figure 5 shows the adsorption isotherm~a! and the con-
figurational entropy per site versus coverage~b! for case III.
As the temperature is varied, the adsorption isotherms do
change appreciably. However, the configurational entrop
more sensitive to the variation of the temperature. The o
all effect of the temperature is a decrease ofs/kB for all
coverage asT decreases. In particular, the value of the e
tropy at full coverage,s(u51)/kB , varies between ln 2~for
T5`) and 0.4812~for T50). The complete temperatur
dependence ofs(u51)/kB is shown in the inset of the Fig
5~b!.

The values(u51,T50)/kB50.4812 can be explained a
follows: let us consider a lattice ofM sites at full coverage

FIG. 3. Adsorption isotherm~a! and configurational entropy pe
site vs coverage~b! for case II. The curves were obtained forw
51 and different values ofkBT ~as shown in the figure!.
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then, the number of different configurations~degeneracy! of
the ground state,gM , can be written as

gM5ABM1C, ~23!

where A, B.1, andC are constants. Equation~23! repre-
sents a general expression forgM , providings5kBln gM.0
in the thermodynamical limit. Then,

s~u51,T50!

kB
5 lim

M→`

ln gM

M

5 ln B1 lim
M→`

1

M
lnS A1

C

BM D5 ln B. ~24!

In addition, in the particular case ofw115w.0 andw12
5w215w2250, it is easy to demonstrate~see the Appendix!
that

gM5gM211gM22 . ~25!

From Eqs.~23! and~25!, the value ofB can be calculated a

ABM1C5ABM211C1ABM221C

B25B111
C

ABM22
. ~26!

FIG. 4. ~a! Temperature dependence of the position of the m
mum in the entropy,um(T), for case II. ~b! Idem to ~a! for the
configurational entropy per site at full coverage,s(u51,T)/kB .
4-5
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In the thermodynamical limit, Eq.~26! is reduced to

B22B2150, ~27!

where we have supposedB.1. The solutions of Eq.~27! are
B15(11A5)/2 andB25(12A5)/2. We chooseB1, due to
B2,1. Finally, from Eq.~24!,

s~u51,T50!

kB
5 ln B15 lnS 11A5

2 D 50.4812. ~28!

Figures 6–9 show a study as in Fig. 5 for cases IV–V
respectively. A qualitative difference appears in Figs. 6
with respect to Fig. 5, namely,s(u51,T50)/kB50 for
cases IV–VII, whiles(u51,T50)/kBÞ0 for case III. The
explanation for this behavior is as follows.

Case IV.Due tow12.0, the adsorbate avoids the form
tion of 1-2 pairs. As a consequence, two states are possib
full coverage in the ground state. In the first, the adato
belong to the 1-specie and the structure of the adsorba
~111111 . . . !. In the second, the adsorbate is formed
2-particles and the structure of the adsorbate
~222222 . . . !. Under these considerations, the configu
tional entropy per site in the thermodynamical limit,s(u
51,T50)/kB , results in

FIG. 5. As Fig. 3 for case III. In the inset, we represent t
temperature dependence of the configurational entropy per si
full coverage.
03612
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s~u51,T50!

kB
5 lim

M→`

ln 2

M
50. ~29!

Case V.In this case, the adsorbate avoids the formation
11 and 22 pairs. In the ground state, a structure of alterna
1 and 2 ~12121212 . . . .! is formed at full coverage. The
degeneration of this structure is two and the configuratio
entropy per site in the thermodynamical limit is zero.

Cases VI and VII.In both cases, the ground state is no
degenerate and the structure of the adsorbate at full cove
is ~222222 . . . !. Consequently, the configurational entrop
per site in the thermodynamical limit is zero.

As it was discussed above, in five cases~II–VII !, the con-
figurational entropy per site at full coverage tends to zero
the temperature is diminished. For these cases, the temp
ture dependence ofs(u51,T)/kB is shown in Fig. 10. The
approach to the asymptotic value,s(u51,T50)/kB50, is
related to the set of lateral interactions between the ad
ticles. Thus, the case VII requires values ofkBT'0.2, in
order to reach the ground state. On the other hand, inter
diate @low# values ofkBT ('0.1) @'0.05# are required for
cases II and IV@V and VI#.

From the analysis of the cases I–VII, two wel
differentiate behaviors can be found for the adsorption pr
erties.

~i! For cases I and II, the ground state is characterized
the existence of two adsorption regimes, separated by

at
FIG. 6. As Fig. 5 for case IV.
4-6
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formation of a structure in the adsorbate at intermediate c
erage. This structure is reflected as a plateau in the ads
tion isotherm or as a minimum in the configurational entro
per site.

~ii ! For cases III–VII, only one adsorption regime appe
and the adsorption properties vary smoothly in the en
range of coverage.

A third behavior can be expected by mixing the case
and II. For this purpose, we started from the case I and t
we diminished the value ofw21 till the case II was recovered
(w2150). In contrast to Figs. 2–10, now we fixed the tem
perature and varied the lateral interactions. The results of
study are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The curves were
tained forkBT51, w115w125w22512.5, and different val-
ues ofw21 (512.5,10,7.5,5,2.5,0).

In Fig. 11 we present the adsorption isotherm~a! and the
configurational entropy per site~b!. It can be seen that al
curves are contained between the two limit cases: the
corresponding to case I and the other corresponding to
II. The more interesting behaviors appear for intermedi
values ofw21 ('5), where three adsorption regimes can
clearly distinguished from the plateaus~minima! in the ad-
sorption isotherm~entropy!: ~i! for 0,u,1/2, the sites are
filled avoiding nearest-neighbor~NN! occupancy;~ii ! for
1/2,u,um , the particles absorb until a sequen
~210210210 . . . ! is formed on the lattice; and~iii ! for um
,u,1, the filling is completed.

A more detailed study, about the adsorption regimes p

FIG. 7. As Fig. 5 for case V.
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sented in Fig. 11, can be performed through analyzing
differential heat of adsorption versus coverage,qd(u). In this
sense, in Fig. 12~a! we present the curves ofqd(u) corre-
sponding to the cases of Fig. 11. As it can be noted,
differential heat of adsorption appears as a very sensi
quantity to the adsorption process. The behavior ofqd could
be analyzed by focusing our attention on two main featur
plateaus and steps. The plateaus indicate the existenc
different adsorption regimes and the steps correspond to
critical coverage and separate different adsorption regim
Based on these elements, in Fig. 12~b! we presentqd(u) for
a typical intermediate case~obtained by mixing the cases
and II!. The plateaus clearly denote the three adsorption
gimes. In the first regime (0<u,1/2), the adatoms do no
interact with each other, and the adsorption desorption o
monomer involves aqd50; for 1/2<u,um , the energy cost
upon adsorption of a particle can be estimated by conside
the adsorption of an incoming atom on the structure au
51/2. The process is shown in Fig. 13. As it can be seen,
adsorption of one particle creates two pairs 21 on the latt
Accordingly, the value ofqd in this regime isqd522w21 ~in
the particular case of the figure,qd5210). In the ground
state, the final configuration atum is a repetition of the se-
quence~210!. Finally, for um<u,1, the process can be ea
ily understood by analyzing the simultaneous adsorption
two particles, as it is shown in Fig. 14. The initial sta
corresponds to a structure as in Fig. 14~a!. In the final state,
two particles were adsorbed and a pair 12 was change

FIG. 8. As Fig. 5 for case VI.
4-7
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order to form a pair 21. This process involves an ene
variation of 3w121w21. As the differential heat of adsorp
tion measures the variation of energy per particle, the va
of qd in this regime isqd52(3w121w21)/2 ~in the particu-
lar case of the figure,qd5221.5).

The type of isotherm presented in Fig. 11~a! has been
reported recently for CH4 adsorbed in AlPO425 @17#. As an
example, experimental isotherms of CH4 /AlPO425 at T
577.35 K andT596.5 K from Martinet al. @17# are shown
in Fig. 15 ~empty symbols!. The double-stepped isotherm

FIG. 9. As Fig. 5 for case VII.

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the configurational ent
per site at full coverage,s(u51,T)/kB , for the different cases in-
dicated in the figure.
03612
y

e
could be the consequence of a rearrangement of molec
within the tubules in such a way that, although ad-ad int
action energy increases~in absolute values! upon rearrange-
ment, gas-solid interaction energy decreases, giving a
repulsive effect in the adsorption isotherm as well as in
isosteric heat of adsorption. Lachetet al. @14# propose that
the isosteric heat of adsorption increases from zero cove
up to u52/3. This increase is mainly due to attractive inte
actions between neighboring methane. The attraction
tween the admolecules foru,2/3 favors very much the ad
sorption of pairs of methane molecules as small clus
which look like a CH4 dimers chain. Foru.2/3, even
though the ad-ad interactions increase, the gas-solid inte
tion energy decreases owing to the stronger repulsion in
new equilibrium positions.

By following the arguments given in the detailed study
Figs. 11 and 12, we propose the case of attractivew21 inter-
actions and repulsive values ofw11, w12, andw22 as a model
to interpret the results of Ref.@17#. This analysis is shown in
Fig. 15, where solid symbols correspond to theoretical
sorption isotherms at the same temperatures as the on
the experimental results. The energetic parameters~shown in
figure! were adjusted to fit the experimental curves.@We
should keep in mind that the mismatch between the equ
rium separation of the intermolecular interaction and the
tice constant along the nanochannels plays a fundame

py

FIG. 11. Adsorption isotherm~a! and configurational entropy
per site vs coverage~b! for monomers adsorbed withkBT51, w11

5w125w22512.5, and different values ofw21.
4-8
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FIG. 12. ~a! Differential heat of adsorption vs coverage for th
same cases plotted in Fig. 11~b!. Differential heat of adsorption vs
coverage forkBT51 and the lateral interactions indicated in th
figure.

FIG. 13. Snapshots of the adsorbate at 1/2,u,um showing the
elementary step necessary to adsorb a particle:~a! initial state;~b!
final state where an adsorbed atom has been shifted to the
~forming a pair 21) and a new particle has been adsorbed~forming
a pair 21).
03612
role in the adsorption process and it is responsible for
asymmetry observed in the experimental isotherms. This
fect, which characterizes the real systems, does not appe
our simplified model due to the fact that the adsorbate
assumed in registry with the lattice constant. Then, altho
CH4 is one of the most symmetric molecules, the fitt
asymmetric lateral interactions represent an effective way
including the full effect of~i! adsorbate-adsorbate intera
tions; ~ii ! adsorbate-adsorbent interactions; and~iii !
adsorbate/surface geometry.# The experimental isotherms ar
much steeper at low and high coverages than the ones fo

ht

FIG. 14. Snapshots of the adsorbate atum,u,1 showing the
elementary step necessary to adsorb two particles:~a! initial state;
~b! final state where a pair 12 has been inverted~forming a pair 21),
a 1-particle has been adsorbed~forming a pair 21 and a pair 12) an
a 2-particle has been adsorbed~forming a pair 21 and a pair 12).

FIG. 15. Comparison between experimental isotherm
CH4 /AlPO425 from Ref. @17# ~open squares,T577.35 K; open
circles, T596.5 K) and theoretical isotherm from Eq.~11! ~solid
squares, T577.35 K, w115w125w225kcal/mol, and w21

5kcal/mol, solid circles,T596.5 K, w115w125w225kcal/mol,
andw215kcal/mol). po is a reference pressure.
4-9
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theoretical model. However, a fair agreement for the slo
and broadness of the plateau is observed.

Finally, it is worth noticing that although the model co
sidered here is highly idealized, the main reason of the c
parison in Fig. 15 is to highlight that the physical nature
the plateau both in experiments and the model could be
same.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The exact forms of the thermodynamic functions for
teracting nonsymmetrical adsorbates in a one-dimensi
space were presented. The study was restricted to the ca
repulsive lateral interactions among adsorbed particles~with
the exception of Fig. 15, where attractivew21 interactions
were included in the fitting of experimental data!. If pure
attractive lateral interactions were considered, a sharp ju
which is very similar to a condensation transition, would
observed in the isotherms at low temperatures. However,
well known that no phase transition develops in a o
dimensional lattice gas of interacting particles@7#.

A rich variety of behaviors has been obtained for differe
values of the lateral interactions. In the particular case
w115w125w215w22, the results of TMM were compare
with the closed exact solution corresponding to the w
known problem of the one-dimensional interacting latt
gas. The comparison allowed us to corroborate the accu
and validity of the calculations obtained by using TMM.

With respect to the temperature dependence of the ads
tion isotherm and the configurational entropy per site ver
coverage, the more interesting behaviors were found at
temperatures. In the limit ofT50 ~ground state!, different
structures were observed in the adsorbate. The effect of t
structures on the adsorption process was widely discuss

Experimental results for methane adsorbed in AlPO425
were used to test the applicability of the exact isotherm,
~11!. This analysis demonstrated that the theoretical calc
tions may have interesting potential application in adsorpt
equilibrium for adsorbates in quasi-one-dimensional mat
als ~carbon nanotubes, AlPO425, SAPO25, etc.!.

The present study shows that the adsorption thermo
namics of nonsymmetrical particles has many different f
tures compared to the standard lattice gas of monomers.
encourages the study of the critical behavior and the ther
dynamic functions for attractive and repulsive nonsymme
cal adatoms in 2D. In this sense, future efforts will be
rected to~a! include attractive lateral interactions betwe
the adparticles,~b! perform new analytical expressions fo
the thermodynamic functions in higher dimensions, and~c!
compare the theoretical results with Monte Carlo simu
tions.
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APPENDIX

Let us discuss a procedure for calculating the numbe
different configurations~degeneracy! of the adsorbate atT
50 andu51, gM , for case III. As an example, the availab
configurations for a lattice of sizeM55, with open bound-
ary conditions, are shown in Fig. 16. Due tow11.0, the
adsorbate avoids the formation of 11 pairs. In part~a! @~b!#
we present the configurations with a 1@2#-particle adsorbed
on the sitei 51 (c151 @2#!. For each sequence, the lattic
site i 55 can be occupied by a 1- or 2-particle. Then,

gM5gM ,11gM ,2 , ~A1!

wheregM ,1 andgM ,2 represent the total number of configu
rations with cM51 and cM52, respectively. In this case
g5513, g5,155, andg5,258.

In addition, each configuration for a lattice of sizeM
54 with c451 generates one configuration for a lattice w
M55 ~with c552). On the other hand, each configuratio
for a lattice of sizeM54 with c452 generates two configu
rations for a lattice withM55 ~with c551 or 2). By gen-
eralizing this argument, it is possible to write

gM ,15gM21,2 ~A2!

and

gM ,25gM21,11gM21,25gM21 . ~A3!

FIG. 16. Diagrams showing the number of different configu
tions of the ground state,gM , for M55, w115w.0, w125w21

5w2250 ~case III!, andu51 ~full coverage!. Part~a! @~b!# presents
the configurations with a 1@2#-particle adsorbed on the sitei 51
(c151 @2#!.
4-10
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Equations~A.1!–~A.3! lead to

gM5gM ,11gM ,25gM21,21gM21 . ~A4!

By using Eq.~A.3! in terms of M21 and M22, we can
write
es

,

-

-

c

s

li

a

c

d

ys

.

03612
gM21,25gM22 . ~A5!

Finally, from Eqs.~A4! and ~A5!, we obtain

gM5gM221gM21 . ~A6!
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